Several approaches to reverse and re-engineering are based upon program slicing. Unfortunately, for large systems, such as those which typically form the subject of reverse engineering activities, the space and time requirements of slicing can be a barrier to successful application.
Introduction
Program slicing [26, 171 is a source code analysis.technique which extracts parts of the source code associated with certain computations defined by a 'slicing criterion'.
Slicing has been used to assist several reverse and reengineering activities. For example, Beck and Eichmann use slicing at both statement and module level to extract functionality from Ada programs [2] ; Canfora at al. [6] used slicing as a part of the RE2 reverse and re-engineering project; Cimitile et al. [7] showed how slicing (together with other techniques) can be used to identify reuse candidates.
Slicing has also been applied to problem areas, closely related to reverse engineering, such as program comprehension [8], software maintenance [3, I I ] and testing [4, 13, 161 . Tip [24] and Binkley and Gallagher [5] provide detailed surveys of slicing.
Other dependence-based analyses have been applied to reverse engineering, for example chopping [ 181, tucking [20] and the RECAST method [IO] . The theoretical framework presented in the present paper is defined for slicing, but could easily be extended to apply to these related dependence-based analysis techniques.
When constructing program slices, it is sometimes helpful to increase slice-construction speed at the expense of precision, by merging program nodes. This may be particularly important where slicing is applied to reverse engineering and re-engineering, where the subject program under analysis may be subject to several 'change phases' or where the systems to be analyzed are prohibitively large.
Recently, several authors have found that the space and time requirements of slicing large systems make the application of standard algorithms problematic [9, 22, 11 . This difficultly can be ameliorated by applying these standard techniques to an abstracted program. The abstraction is achieved by merging together nodes of the program's control flow graph (CFG), upon which the standard techniques for slice construction [26, 171 are based. This node merging introduces imprecision but reduces space and time complexity.
This paper provides a theory to underpin the process of node coarsening. The theory allows precise statements to be made concerning the correctness and efficacy of node coarsening. The theory allows for formal analysis of the trade off between precision and space and time complexity.' Two important coarsening calculus properties are formally defined:
Consistency, which captures the safety concern that slices of coarsened programs are guaranteed to be correct; 0 Sharpness, which captures the property that a set of coarsening inference rules is as precise as the abstraction will allow.
The theory is illustrated with a case study which introduces a coarsening calculus, R-coarsening, for a simple intraprocedural language. The theory also allows coarsening at the interprocedural level, where a procedure makes a natural choice for converting to a single node. The intraprocedural example of R-coarsening presented in Section 3 has been chosen because it illustrates the issues of consistency, sharpness and minimality in a comparatively straightforward manner.
For ease of exposition, only end slicing [I91 will be considered, but the results presented can be generalized to cover other forms of slicing. Hereinafter, the terms 'slice' and 'end slice' will be used interchangeably. In end-slicing, the slicing criterion is simply a set of variables, V.
Definition 1.1 (End Slicing)
An end slice of a program p , constructed with respect to a slicing criterion V, is any program which can be constructed from p by deleting nodes of the Control Flow Graph (CFG) of p in such a way that the effect of p upon all variables in V is preserved. An end slice s, of a program p , constructed with respect to a slicing criterion V , has two properties; one syntactic and the other semantic. The syntactic property is that s is constructed from p by removing nodes from the Control Flow Graph of p . The semantic property is that s has the same effect a s p on all variables in V. A slice thus preserves a projection of the original program's syntax and semantics [14] . An example program and one of its end slices are given in the Figures l a and lb.
Slicing algorithms [26, 171 are traditionally insensitive to changes in, a program's arithmetic and boolean expressions which have no effect upon sets of referenced variables. Therefore, it will be convenient to abstract away from the precise details of concrete program syntax, to an abstract syntax in which expressions are denoted by the sets of variables they reference.
In this paper, this is achieved using program schemas [27, 211. A program schema has the same syntactic structure as a program up to expressions. In the schema, expressions are replaced by the application of some uninterpreted function or predicate symbol to a set of actual parameters. The actual parameters are the referenced variables of the expression which this abstraction replaces. Thus, in a schema, all that is 'known' about an expression is its set of referenced variables.
A single schema denotes an equivalence class of many programs, each of which is equivalent up to referenced variables of expressions. An interpretation of a schema is a program obtained from the schema by replacing each function and predicate symbol with a real (fully interpreted) function or predicate. For example, the schema corresponding to the program in Figure l a is given in Figure IC and its slice constructed for {x} (at the schema level) is given in Figure Id .
In order to coalesce nodes together, a new syntactic construct, the blob, will be added to the language. Syntactically, a blob will be a form of statement, denoting a subgraph which has been collapsed onto a single node, the blob, which contains sufficient information to approximate the information denoted by the original subgraph.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces a theory of coarsening, which is illustrated in section 3 with an instance of a coarsening calculus called R-coarsening. Section 4 contains a proof that R-coarsening is both consistent and sharp with respect to the definitions in Section 2. This illustrates the way in which the theory introduced in section 2 allows for formal and rigorous certification of approaches to coarsening. Section 5 describes the relationship between coarsening and other work on coalescing nodes of program graphs. Section 6 concludes.
A Theory of Coarsening
A coarsening calculus, BC, is a quintuple, ( r , W , B , N , % ) . Each of the elements of a coarsening calculus are described in more detail below. First, a notation is introduced to describe the process of coarsening.
Definition 2.1 (Coarsens to)
Let R be an inference rule, axiom or set of rules and axioms of a coarsening calculus. s -+R b denotes the fact that the blob b can be inferred from the statement s using R.
When the inference rule set is clear from the context, the reflexive, transitive closure of a relation +R, will be denoted by +.
It will be helpful to label each node with a unique variable, which will be called a 'node label'. The variable is a new variable introduced solely to signify the inclusion of the corresponding node in the slice. Since there is a oneto-one correspondence between the nodes of the CFG on the one hand and the union of the set of predicates and arithmetic expressions on the other, it will be possible to achieve this node labelling by including an additional referenced variable U , in the expression or predicate associated with each node n. Provided that each U , is unique and not In order to facilitate formal investigation of the properties of a coarsening calculus the slicing function is defined in a denotational style [23] . For a set of variables c, and statement s, W [ s ] c returns a set of variables and node labels c', such that c' contains the node labels in the slice of s for the slicing criterion c. In addition c' also contains the set of variables upon whose initial value the slice depends.
For example
That is, when W is applied to z : = g ( y , z ) , it produces a function which is capable of computing slices for the pro- A program p might thus be transformed to p', using the inference rule to replace b in p by c in p'. By representing approaches to coarsening as inference systems, a separation is created between two concerns, namely: what constitutes a valid coarsening and how much coarsening will be required to achieve an acceptable improvement in speed of slice construction. This separation of concerns is necessary because the former concern has a more general logical flavor, while the later concern will be dependent upon the particular slicing application and system under consideration.
In a coarsening calculus, BC = (I?, W , B, NI %), the syntactic class 23 is the class of blob statements added to the language to facilitate coarsening. JV is a node function, which takes a statement and returns the set of node labels contained in the statement. For blobs, this will be the set of statements which have been coalesced to form the blob. For un-coarsened primitive statements, n/ will return the node label of the statement.
It is a requirement of a coarsening calculus that
This requirement means that the exploitation of redundancy is prohibited from the coarsening process. It is required because coarsening is about coalescing nodes, and not about removing redundancy. Redundant code removal is a separate issue which should be addressed in a different (preferably earlier) analysis phase. Without this separation of concerns, the theory becomes far more intricate than necessary.
It will be helpful to define a semantic ordering, C on slicing functions. f1 E f2 if slices produced by f1 are always subsets of slices produced by f2.
Definition 2.3 (Semantic Ordering)
Let f1 and f2 be two functions on sets of variables and node labels. f1 precedes fi, written fi
It will also be useful to speak of strict semantic ordering, E, which is defined in the obvious way:
Definition 2.4 (Consistency)
Let BC = (I', W , B,N, '13 ) be a coarsening calculus. BC is
In a consistent coarsening calculus it is impossible for a slice of a coarsened program to be smaller than the slice of the original program. This is important, because coarsening clearly cannot cause slices to get smaller. Were it to do so, the coarsening rules may not be safe and could not be considered consistent with the definition of slicing captured by W .
Consistency merely guarantees that all slices constructed from a coarsened version of a program will be valid. However, a coarsening calculus could satisfy this requirement by being excessively conservative. In the most conservative case, the algorithm would simply return the entire program as the slice, regardless of the slicing criterion. Such overly conservative approaches will render the calculus safe but useless.
To address this issue of the 'level of conservativeness' of approximati,on in coarsening, two other properties of a coarsening calculus are defined: minimality and sharpness.
Definition 2.5 (Minimality)
Let P S be the powerset of a set S. Let BC = (I', W , B, n/, %) be a coarsening calculus. BC is minimal
If a coarsening calculus is minimal then the slices constructed from blobs will be equivalent to those which would have been constructed by computing the slice, s of the original program, p and then adding to s all nodes which are in the blobs that contain nodes from s.
Minimality is a highly desirable property of a coarsening calculus, because it ensures that the only imprecision introduced by coarsening is embodied by the blobs themselves, and that the act of combining several nodes has no impact upon the data and control flow passing through the coarsened region of the CFG.
Using a non-minimal coarsening calculus the act of coarsening several nodes into a single blob may cause the data and control information of the coarsened region to be less precise than that of the original un-coarsened version. This may impact upon the slice computation of the entire program, as this imprecise information flows from the blob to the surrounding context. For such a non-minimal coarsening calculus, the effect of 'zooming in' to analyze a blob in more detail may result in a refinement of the slice of the surrounding code. By contrast a minimal calculus will provide the guarantee that zooming in on some chosen blob will only affect the slice of the blob, leaving the context in which the blob is located unchanged.
Desirable though minimality is, it remains a rather strong requirement upon a coarsening calculus, because it seems inevitable that, for many coarsening calculi, some of the available precision will be lost when nodes are combined to form a blob.
A related concept, sharpness, is therefore introduced. Intuitively, sharpness captures the property that a coarsening rule is 'as minimal as it can be' at the level of abstraction imposed by the syntax and semantics of the coarsening construct. If a coarsening calculus is not sharp then it is, in effect, needlessly imprecise, throwing away data and control information that could have been represented.
To illustrate sharpness, suppose two statements s1 and s2 appear in a sequence SI; s2, and that the sequence is to be merged to a single node n with defined and referenced variables which attempt to capture the information in the un-coarsened sequence. At first sight it may seem reasonable that the referenced variables of the blob should be the union of the referenced variables of its two constituents.
This would yield a safe blob, but not a sharp one. For example, variables which are defined but not referenced in s1
need not be referenced in the blob of SI; s2. To include them is safe, but it leads to unnecessary loss of precision.
Definition 2.6 (Sharpness)
Let BC = (r, W , B,N, ' Sharpness demands that no better blob can be found which would allow the coarsening calculus to be consistent. Thus the coarsening rule produces the best blob available within the constraints imposed by the structure of ' 23 and the slicing function W .
For a coarsening calculus to be useful it should be consistent and sharp. Minimality is also a desirable property. However, minimal coarsening calculi may require a large computational overhead to compute the blob and its associated data and control information. As the whole idea of coarsening is to compute blobs quickly, allowing precision to be traded for speed, it is unlikely that minimal coarsening calculi, though of theoretical interest, will be of practical use unless their blobs can be computed speedily.
Case Study: R-Coarsening
In this section a particular example of coarsening, called R-coarsening, is introduced in order to illustrate the application of the coarsening theory introduced in the previous section. Although introduced primarily for exposition purposes, the R-coarsening calculus is consistent and sharp and thus may form the basis for a practical and useful approach to coarsening.
R-coarsening will be defined for a simple intraprocedural language r, for which the syntax and slicing function, 0 R is the set of referenced variables of the blob. 
Syntactic Extensions r::=Rb(P(LU V ) , P ( V ) , P ( V ) , P ( L U V ) )

Semantic Extensions
CI[Rb(I, D , d , R)] = I WI[Rb(I, D , d, R)] = (in -D) U R U l if inn ( d U I) # 0
Defining R-Coarsening using the Coarsening Theory
The theoretical framework from Section 2 is now used to define R-coarsening more formally.
In order to formally define a coarsening calculus accord- In the the next section, the theory developed in section 2 is used to prove that R-coarsening is sound and sharp but that it is not minimal. This illustrates the way in which the calculus can be used to formalize properties of interest in a for graphs which contain coalesced nodes.
where 
while p(R') do b 
Theoretical Properties of Rcoarsening
This section uses the theory of coarsening to investigate and establish the theoretical properties of R-coarsening. It will be shown that R-coarsening is both consistent and sharp, but that it is not minimal.
Proof: By simple induction on the structure of r.
Lemma 4.2 (Inclusion)
Two lemmata will be useful'in what follows.
Proof: Trivial.
R-Coarsening is Consistent
In this section the consistency of R-coarsening is established by proving that each inference rule is consistent. The cases of skip and assignment are both trivial. There are three other cases, corresponding to the r constructs for sequences, conditionals and loops. Once each of the rules has been proved to be consistent then the combination of these rules must also, by transitivity, be consistent. Case 1: Sequences
Case 3: Loops
Let X , = ifp(R') then r else g : skip.
Let Xi+l = ifp(R') then r ; X i else g : skip.
c wuqn.
R-Coarsening is Sharp
In this section it is proved that the R-coarsening calculus is sharp. The base cases of skip and assignment are trivial because R-coarsening rules for these two constructs are clearly minimal and are therefore sharp. The rest of the section considers the three constructs: sequencing, conditionals and loops. The following Lemma will be useful in the proofs that follow.
Lemma 4.1 (Sharpness Sufficiency Criterion)
Let r = ifp(R) then 7-1 else 7-2. Proof: By straightforward case analysis.
Lemma 4.1 provides a sufficiency criterion for demonstrating that one blob is no worse than another and thus , serves to provide a means of proving the sharpness of each rule in the R-coarsening calculus by contradiction. The proofs for the inductive cases, sequence, conditionals and loops are all proofs by contradiction. That is, for each of
the three cases in which a rule allows the inference s y . ) b, it will be assumed that there does exists some 'better blob',
R-Coarsening is not Minimal
b' which has the property W [ s ] to a contradiction.
Case 1: Sequences
L e t s = s l ; s2. , Let b = Rb(Il U 12, D 1 n D2, dl U d2, R1 U (R2 -D l ) ) . Assume W [ s ] W[b'] c W[b]. W[b'] c W[b], leading Letsi =Rb(I,,D,,d,,R,)fori E {1,2}. Let b' Rb(I1 U 1 2 , Dbf, dbf , Rbt). If 2 E d2 then W [ s ] { z } 2 12, SO dbt 2 d2. If z E dl -d2 then W [ s ] { x } 2 I1 , SO dbi 2 dl -d2. Therefore dbt 2 dl U d2. If z E I2 then W [ s ] { z } 2 R2 -D1. I f z E Il thenW[s]{z} 2 R1. Therefore Rbl 2 R1 U (R2 -0 1 ) . S O X E D1 n D 2 -( R U R i UR2). If z E Dbi - then z $ w[b']{x} 2 w[S]{z} Therefore Dbt -Rb, C D1 n 0 2 -( R U RI U R2). Thus W[b] C W[b'] by Lemma 4.1.
Case 2: Conditionals
Let s = ifp(R) then bl else 132.
L e t I = I l u I 2~{ p } .
w~s j 5. wpq A w p j~ E wpq? + RI 2 3.
Case 3: Loops
Let X = ifp( R') then bo else skip.
(because I must be non-empty).
Let bo = Rb(I, D , d , R).
R-coarsening is not minimal. This arises because the inference rule 3.2 from Figure 4 is not minimal. Consider, for example, the program schema:
for which it is possible, using rule 3.2 from Figure 4 , to infer the R-blob:
It is sufficient to demonstrate that a single rule is nonminimal in order to establish the non-minimality of the entire calculus. However, in this case, it turns out that the sequence rule is also non-minimal (consider s = z := f l ( ) ; y := f 2 ( ) for instance).
{ p , z , f 2 , ai, whereas wpnz = {P, f2, f3, z, a ,
Related Work
The work presented here is similar to the graph reduction transformations T1 and T2, studied by Ullman, Hecht, Graham and Wegman [15, 25, 121 , in which the graph transformations T1 and T2 are repeatedly applied to a (possibly unstructured) CFG to produce either a single node (in the case of well-behaved, but possibly unstructured CFGs) or an irreducible CFG (for highly unstructured programs).
The general form of the rules is depicted in Figure 6 . The T1 transformation allows for a self targeting edge to be removed from a flow graph, while the T2 transformation allows one node (p in the figure) to 'consume' another (n in the figure). In the case of T2, the effect of this consumption upon the data and control flow information must also be recorded so that the coalesced node, ( p , n), can be tagged with appropriate information.
The goal of CFG graph transformation was to find efficient ways of computing genkill information used in livevariable and reaching definition analysis. The transformations are applied as rules of a term rewriting system, in which terms are subgraphs. Ultimately, if the graph to be transformed is well-behaved' then the sequence of rewriting transformations leads to the construction of a single node which contains all the genkill information of the program.
'All structured programs and many unstructured ones have wellbehaved graphs.
By contrast, the goal of the application to slicing considered in the present paper is not to reduce a program to a single node, rather it is to find some suitable compromise in which the graph retains sufficient detail to return useful slices, while affording a reasonable increase in speed of slice construction. In the genkill case, no information is lost in the 'coarsening process' using T1 and T2. However, for the slicing application some information will typically be lost.
Another difference lies in the convenience of schemas (rather than graphs). For example, consider the case of coalescing a structured conditional statement using the T1 and T2 transformations. Clearly, the only way that this can be achieved is for the predicate to consume first one branch and then the ottier, using two successive applications of the T2 rule. However, in applying T1 and T2 to slicing, the T2 transformation will introduce unnecessary imprecision, because the choice of definitely defined variables is forced to be imprecise (resulting in an empty set for D). The R-blob G2 correctly includes 2 as a definitely defined variable, whereas G1 does not. Failure to recognize 3: as definitely defined does not lead to inconsistency. However, the definition of the slice function W ensures that adding members to the 'definitely defined' set reduces slice size in some cases (and never increases it). More formally, in terms of the theory, W([G2JJ c W([GlIJ, making the latter blob clearly preferable.
Conclusion
This paper has introduced a theory of coarsening. Coarsening is expressed as a calculus. This has two advantages: 0 It allows for many different implementations of coarsening, each of which respects the rules of the calculus, but differs in the way in which it trades precision for speed. The paper focussed on the second of these two advantages, formally defining the concepts of consistency, sharpness and minimality of a coarsening calculus. A consistent calculus produces correct slices. A sharp calculus is one which produces the most precise slices possible at the level of abstraction embodied in the coarsening construction. A minimal calculus is one which produces no additional imprecision over-and-above the grouping together of nodes produced by coarsening. Of these properties, a calculus must possess the first two to be of practical use.
